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Asphalt Burns
Prevention and Treatment
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Background
• Standardize information for:
• Industry
• Emergency Medical Teams
• ER Teams

• With proper treatment long‐term effects are minimized.
• Without proper treatment, scarring and potential long‐term more probable.
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Industry Training
• Who should be trained in industry?
• Refinery personnel
• Transportation personnel
• Trucking
• Rail

• Hot plant personnel
• Paving crews
• Engineering technicians
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Emergency Medical and ER Teams
• Unusual burn situation
• Most medical professionals will never see an asphalt burn victim
• Therefore knowledge of what to do is lacking for them
• Greatly assisted by:
• Periodic focused training on what to do for this type of burn
• Attaching a burn card with the victim if available
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Asphalt Institute Burn Video
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Takeaways from Video
• Use of PPE will greatly minimize danger from contact with hot asphalt
• Never wear short‐sleeve shirts around hot asphalt
• Train all works that could be exposed to hot asphalt
• Train personnel that could be called in to help a burn victim
• EMTs and ER personnel rarely know how to treat asphalt burns
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Key Step When Dealing With and Asphalt Burn
1. Address airway, breathing, or circulation
concerns
2. Start cooling as quickly as possible
• Running water is best
• Use what is available

3.
4.
5.
6.

Do NOT remove asphalt from the skin
Leave the burned area uncovered
Notify others / Call for help
Watch for signs of shock or hypothermia
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Recommendations for Training

• Field personnel need to understand the following:
• Expect the unexpected
• Avoid complacency
• Always use appropriate PPE
• Always use correct procedures
Ex. Loading crack sealant into melter to avoid splashing

• The seriousness of an asphalt burn
• Immediate first aid procedures
• That they may need to “educate” treating medics
• Know what to do personally
• Have asphalt burn cards available to send with victim
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Available Resources
• Asphalt Institute
•
•
•
•

Asphalt burn posters
Asphalt burn cards
Asphalt burn video
https://mx.asphaltinstitute.org/Shop/
Product‐Catalog

• American Journal of Emergency
Medicine—July 2014
“Hot asphalt burns: a review
of injuries and management
options”
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Questions?
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